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I Intro to schemes

Setting A ring Speeca topologicalspacewhose points are prime ideals of A basis of open
zariski tangy

sets given by the sets Dif p p is prime ideal with feel for each f e A

a unique sheaf of rings Ox on X special such that 0 Dcf Af forall nonzero tea

call lx E the affine scheme associated with A Ox the structure sheaf

the stalk Ox of Ox at x is

11
a Ox U s ne seacal econ

if a waunv
y

with slur tlw

ringed spacer satisfying stalks are local ring is called a locally ringed space

morphism of ringed spaces a pair ol a I X Y continuous P Ox 0 0

la punforwardforeach open set in the case of affine 4 A B A B rings induce

special SpeeB Special Y 1
a scheme is a locally ringed space IX At having an open covering di it Is

suchthat Ki the locallyringed spaces ai Oxtail are isomorphic to affine schemes

examples

K field speech stalk of structure sheet at this point is K

Spee 2 hasone closed point corresponding to each crimecpl and a nonclosed point

corresponding to o Ring of sections of the structure sheaf over an open subset U

is ringof rationalnumbers with denominator divisibleonlyby pines outsideU

I Many many conditions

A scheme x is
redred
integral if for all open subsets a c x the ring Q U

nilpotent

has no zero divisors

Recall a topological space is irreducible if it cannot be expressed as a unionof twoproper closed subsets

A scheme x is integral if itsreduce its underlying space is irreducible

A integral scheme always has a unique point whose closure is the whole underlying space of the

scheme generic point In affine lol

The dimension dim X of a scheme x is thesup of integers for which there exists a



chain 2 2 E2n of irreducible closed subsets properly contained in X

The dimension dim A of a ring is the dimension of Spee A

A scheme is connected quasicompact if its underlying topological space is
a

compactness without Hausdorff condition

x locally Noetherian it stalks One of its structure sheet are Noetherian local rings i

t quasicompact X Noetherian

x normal if stalks 2 e are integrally closed domains

regular if axis are regular local ringsa
A Noetherian localring A withmaximal ideal in and residue field K Alm is regular

if dime in m dim A

Ringed space givenby U and Ou 10 7 u is also a scheme the open subscheme

associated with U morphism of schemes definedbytopological inclusion j as x and the morphism of
sheaves Ox j ou open immersion

A morphism 2 x of affine schemes is a closed immersion if it corresponds to a Ali

for some tea Generally closedimmersion if injective withclosed image restrictions is affine

opens yield above

I Fibre products

Categorical construction Yx 2 given Y six and 29 x is the objectwithmorphisms a no making

4 2 a z

in
iY

commute is universal withrespect to this property

In Top this is the ordinary Cartesian product with product topology

A scheme over x is a morphism Y X of schemes a morphism of schemes over

x is a morphism Y 2 compatible with projection onto x Forms a category
mum
Fibre products exist in the category of schemes over X Call in the base change of

a via p as the base change of p via q



inclusionmorphism is sparkles s X

thefibreof pie x at point a is thescheme Yp Yxxspeckles the fibreanduct beingtaken

withrespect to maps is
caution in general the underlying topological spaceof a fibre product of schemes is Not the topological

fibreproduct of underlying topological space

K field Ks separable absure Linseparableextension then speech xspecialspecks spec Larks

is a finite disjointunionof copies of specks whereas topological fibre is just a point

diagonal map o Y Yx y coming from a morphism of schemes at x induced bytheidentity

map of Y in both coordinates

a morphism Y x of schemes is separated if the diagonal map is a closed immersion

A analogous to Hausdorff condition in apology

Y x is locally of finite type if X her an affine open covering by subsets Ui spectail

so that ai has an opencovering vis speciesist withfinitely generated Ai algebras Bij It is of finitetype
if thereissuchan opencovering with finitelymany Vi foreach i

A separated morphism Yes x of schemes is proper if it is of finite type and for every morphism

2 x the base change me Yx 2 2 is a closedmay image closed stosets to closed subsets

TV Ox modules and quasi coherence

x scheme A sheaf of a modules is a sheaf of abelian groups F on X such

that for eachopen U X thegroup Fuel is equipped with an Ake module structure

61 x Fiat T.cat making the diagram

lol xFca

t

y my

d

s Fal

commute for each inclusion of open sets Vcd If Fiat ideal in 2cal sheet of ideals

x Y morphism of schemes On the level of structure sheaves o Q

Q module structure on Ox

Kernel I of morphism p 2 t b Ox is a sheaf of ideals on Y



tem x SpeeCal affine scheme in Amodule There is a unique Ox module in satisfying

Nicolfi MeaAeovereach basicopenset Def ex

X scheme A quasi coherent sheaf on X is an E module F for which there is open
affinecover Sui such that the restriction of F is each Ui SpeeAi is isomorphic to an

oui module of the form in withsome Ai module Mi If each Mi is finitely generatedover Ai

F is a coherentsheet F is locally free if Mi are free A modules Locallyfreesheaves of rank

are invertible sheaves

the factor in it establishes an equivalence of categories between the category of a modules

and the category of quasi coherent sheaves on X

a morphism of schemes xx Y a affine if Y was a covering byaffine open subsets

Ui specA suchthat Ui are all affine

tem If xs Y is affine and F is a quasicoherent sweat on X then F is a quasianerent

sheet on Y If F is coherent and p is finite then at is coherent


